Our Mistake

Kannon Shanmugam sent us this tactful note: “Just a heads-up on page 118 of the latest (otherwise excellent) issue, Judge Millett’s name is misspelled.” He is referring to the Winter 2017 issue of the Green Bag and he is, alas, correct. We called her “Patricia Millet” but “Patricia Millett” is her name. We send our thanks to Mr. Shanmugam and our apologies to Judge Millett.

Lego League of Justices Anonymously Augmented

A couple of years ago, a clever, gifted, and generous reader gave us a nifty set of Lego Minifigures of U.S. Supreme Court Justices Sandra Day O’Connor, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Sonia Sotomayor, and Elena Kagan. We thanked our anonymous benefactor then, and we thank that person again now, because we’ve received a new Minifigure – Justice Neil M. Gorsuch – from the same source. See Lego League of Justices, 18 Green Bag 2d 240 (2015) (“Generally speaking, anonymous sources do not have much of a role to play in scholarly law journals such as the Green Bag. But there are exceptional cases.”).